tries to translate her traditional Chinese cultural heritage into contemporary Western terms.
Of particular interest are examples of wordplay such as this one that seem to involve cultural similarities and differences. These seem to bridge the gap separating American and Chinese culture. One thing Kingston is always emphasizing in her books is the incidental parallels or analogies between Chinese and English: expressions like "long-winded" (China Men 193) or "my heart and my liver" (20) or "brain wash" (183), or puns like the one attributed to the Chinese border-guards searching a cartload of potatoes for stowaways, for "eyes among the eyes" (184). It is when it involves coincidences such as these, when it is being used to assimilate the two opposed cultures, that Kingston's wordplay really begins to get interesting such as when she complains about the figurative "double binds" that China still wraps around her feet (Warrior 48), or when her father refers to the gypsy con-woman who has just swindled him as a "gypsy bag," as a "smelly pig-bag" or "bag cunt." In referring to the woman this way, Kingston makes a point of explaining, her father is punning, interculturally, on a "Cantonese word that sounds almost like 'grandmother,' po"-a word which, while it refers explicitly to "a female monster that looms and sags," was habitually used in their family to describe two huge unopened bags that the children used to climb on in the storage room, "Black Bag Po and White Bag Po" (China Men 13). Even more interesting thematically, is the passage in which Kingston refers to her family as "eccentric people" because, as she implies, they no longer live in China, in Zhonnguo or "the Center" (14-15).
Besides puns such as these that actually play between languages or cultures, there are others which, though restricted only to one language, nevertheless serve to translate from one cultural tradition into the other, reducing the tension separating Kingston's Chinese cultural heritage from her American one. Most notable in this respect, is the appeal in the last paragraph of "White Tigers," to what Kingston claims is the authentic Chinese meaning of the word revenge: to the fact that "[t]he idioms for revenge are 'report a crime' and 'report to five families'." Relying on this etymology, on this ambiguity in the character bao, Kingston proceeds to equate her own role as a writer with that of the traditional Chinese swordswoman, to make the claim that "[t]he reporting is the vengeance-not the beheading, not the gutting, but the words" (Warrior 53). In this way, she is able to adapt a traditional Chinese cultural paradigm to an age in which literal gutting and beheading have become impossible, in which there are no longer any of the magic beads or water gourds or wise old mentors longer any of the magic beads or water gourds or wise old mentors featured in her mother's swordswoman stories (49).
Kingston's preoccupation with language differences hardly seems surprising, of course, when we consider the "bifurcated reality" in which her generation of Chinese-Americans grew up (Ruberstein 166), the "invisible world" which their emigrant forebears had "built around [their] childhoods..." (Warrior 5). Even thirty or forty years after they had arrived in the United States, Kingston tells us, members of the first emigrant generation often had still not adapted to the new cultural conditions. Many of them still thought of China as being their real home, and when it came to bringing up their children, they tended to pass on attitudes and values appropriate more to a Guandong fishing village that to contemporary American life. "Whenever my parents said 'home'," Kingston recalls, "they suspended America. They suspended enjoyment..." (99). In Kingston's own family, it was her mother who apparently had the hardest time adapting,1 who went on all her life behaving as though they still lived back in that little Guandong village of theirs, as though that were the reality to which her children would eventually have to adjust. "Not when we were afraid," Kingston recalls, "but when we were wide awake and lucid, my mother funneled China into our ears: Kwantung Province, New Society Village, the River Kwo which runs past the village" (Warrior 76). The purpose of her mother's stories, Kingston points out, was always strictly pragmatic: to warn about some danger in life and to help her children "to establish realities" (Warrior 5). The only trouble was that instead of being about the contemporary American culture in which the children were actually growing up, the realities established by her stories were usually those of a remote corner of China which in all likelihood they would never even have the opportunity of visiting, even if they had been forced to memorize, syllable by syllable, the exact directions for getting back there (China Men 183, Warrior 76).
The result of this upbringing for Kingston and her generation was that they grew up feeling like "eccentric people," like someone who has been displaced from "the Center" (China Men 15). No matter how thoroughly modern they might convince themselves they had become, no matter how well they might have learned to "slop and shuffle" inside of bowing, to "lean crooked on one foot like an informal American punk" (188), in their hearts they still knew that they would always be Chinese, that nowhere else on the face of the earth would they ever feel at home except China. Poking fun at this conviction, Kingston explains in one sarcastic passage how, when her brother was transferred to Taiwan during the Viet Nam War, he shipped out in the naive expectation that he was really going back home again, that in Taiwan he "would find like minds, and furniture that always fit his body." He expected the air and flowers would smell sweeter; the sky would be filled with golden birds; "promises would come true, time move slower, and life last long." Even his myopia would disappear, according to a Japanese ophthalmology student whom he met on board ship, because in the Far East blackboards and traffic signals were all set with the "naturally faraway focus" of Asian eyes in mind (294-95). For Kingston's brother, of course, his tour in Taiwan turns out to be disillusioning. Discovering that he is still a "Ho Chi Kuei," that he is no nearer to being accepted than he ever was, he decides that Taiwan must not be "the Center" after all, that like the United States, it is a nation merely of "emigrants, rejects, and misfits" (China Men 301): "a decoy China, a facsimile" (China Men 294).2 What he was supposed to discover, however-what every overseas Chinese is supposed to discover when he sets foot in China for the first time, "even just Hong Kong"-was that his whole life suddenly made sense, that his youth "had been a preparation for this visit..." (China Men 294). He was supposed to discover for the first time what it really means to be Chinese: "what a China Man" he really was. Similarly, Kingston tells us in another connection, if you are "an authentic Chinese," then you aren't supposed to have to learn the language or the proverbial stories: you are supposed to know them instinctively "without being taught, [to be] born talking them" (China Men 256).
Brought up as Kingston was, in what Amy Ling describes as a "between-world condition" (153), it was probably inevitable that Kingston would have trouble establishing a coherent cultural identity for herself, that she would find herself bewildered as she read by the difference between the Chinese "I" and the American one, wondering if it was "out of politeness that [the Americans] left off strokes the way a Chinese has to write her own name small and crooked" (Warrior 166).3 According to Rushdie, in fact, that is something "exiles or emigrants or expatriates" always share in common: the fact that for them "identity is at once plural and partial" (Homelands 15), that they are "capable only of fractured perceptions" (12). It is precisely for this reason, he maintains, that displaced writers are so well-qualified to speak for the present age, because more thoroughly than most of the rest of us, they have been forced by their cross-cultural experience to accept the contradictory, multifarious nature of contemporary reality, to recognize how limited and arbitrary, how inadequate to experience, any particular language or culture always is (280).
Whether it is really true, as Rushdie claims, that displaced writers are invariably more suspicious than the rest of us of "all total explanations, all systems of thought purporting to be complete" (Homelands 280), it certainly seems to be the case for Kingston. If anything, in fact, she seems to be even more skeptical than Rushdie himself regarding our capacity to "perceive things whole" (12), to restore the past "as it actually had been unaffected by the distortions of memory" (10). She seems to be even more conscious than he is of the tentative, unreliable nature of her own narrative, of the need therefore to focus attention self-reflexively on "the process of filtration itself" (24). It is as one means of accomplishing this task, in fact, that I think her cross-cultural wordplay must ultimately be understood: as one means among others by which the "categorical rigidity" of language can be dramatized and overcome,4 by which a text can self-consciously refer to (and therefore begin to transcend) its own formal, linguistic, and cultural limitations.
It is characteristic of a Kingston story, of course, that it always incorporates an awareness of its own formal limitations, that it never makes the mistake described by Frank Kermode of falsifying life "with patterns too neat, too inclusive..." (130). Indeed, Kingston is always at pains to remind us that, far from being definitive or complete or exhaustive, her account of events is never anything more than "one version of all the hundreds of millions of possible versions" (Homelands 10). The minute she finishes the story of Moon Orchid and her trip to Los Angeles to confront her errant husband, for example, she turns around and begins to deconstruct it, admitting (among other things) that for the pivotal scene in the story she was not even present when it occurred, that she has had to rely for her information entirely on the account her brother later gave to one of their sisters. To emphasize how little she really does know about what went on in Los Angeles, how much of what she has been telling us is a matter rather of inference or conjecture than any real knowledge, Kingston actually reproduces, word for word, the conversation on which the story was originally based, speculating as she does so on whether, "because of its bareness, not twisted into designs," her brother's "version" of the events might not have been superior to hers after all, more accurate or honest or straightforward (Warrior 163).
This practice of offering alternative versions for every story and alternative explanations for every set of events is one that seems to appeal particularly to Kingston as a means of emphasizing the inadequacy to human experience of any one language, any one moral or cultural or political point of view. Having given one explanation of how her father first arrived in the United States, for example, by hav-ing himself nailed into a crate and smuggled onto a ship in Havana (China Men 49-53), she proceeds at once to dismiss that account ("Of course, my father could not have come that way. He came a legal way...") and to offer a completely different one, about the weeks spent waiting in Angel island barracks, the grueling interrogations by "Immigration Demons" (53-60). Which of the accounts is really the truth we are never told for sure. On the contrary, there are suggestions elsewhere in China Men that perhaps neither of them is true, that Kingston's father might actually have been born in San Francisco (151, 237) and that everything we have been told about him in "The Father from China" might be a fabrication: no Imperial Examinations, no "crying bride," no village school-teaching job.
That basically is what every Kingston story turns out to be like: tentative, experimental, trying out first one version of events and then another, first one cultural point of view and then another. In the "No Name Woman," for instance, Kingston is at first adamant that her aunt could not possibly have been "the lone romantic who gave up everything for sex," that if she committed adultery, it could only have been out of blind, unreflective obedience, because as a traditional Chinese woman she had been conditioned all her life always to do exactly as she was told (Warrior 6-7). Suddenly, a page or two later, we find her considering precisely the possibility that she has just dismissed: that, possessed by the same "rare urge west" as her men folk, her aunt might indeed have done what she did out of love, for no other reason that because "she liked the question-mark line of a long torso curving at the shoulders and straight at the hips."
Not that she was likely to have been "a wild woman," of course, or "free with sex": "I don't know any women like that," Kingston concedes, "or men either" (Warrior 8). But even if some possibilities might have to be dismissed because they are inconsistent with common sense, there is still no limit to the number of possible versions, to the ways in which, depending on one's particular moral or political or cultural perspective, the story of the No Name Woman might conceivably be rewritten. Similarly, of course, there are no a priori limits to the aunt's behavior or motivation: no way of saying, just because she was Chinese or a woman, that certain feelings or behavior would have been impossible for her. As a human being, endowed with imagination and moral freedom, it is always conceivable, as Kingston puts it, that she could have "crossed boundaries not delineated in space" that she could have made the decision suddenly to "let dreams grow and fade and after some months or years [to go] toward what persisted" (Warrior 8). Besides Kingston's own versions of events, there are also suggestions in many of her stories of older, more traditional versions. In the "No Name Woman" or "White Tigers," for example, it is easy to figure out how different in social or moral implication on her own version of the story must be from the one originally passed on to her by her mother. In other stories, including those of Tang Ao and Lo Bun Sun and Mu Lan, the "original" version is so well-known that her readers can be depended on to supply it for themselves, to appreciate the ways in which, for her own particular moral or political purposes, Kingston has subtly shifted the original focus. In "White Tigers," vestiges of the traditional Mu Lan story have actually been preserved, incongruously, in Kingston's own "updated" version, suggesting that, rather than being definitive or authoritative, that version is simply another step in an on-going process of cultural revision and reconsideration.5 The awareness of conflicting versions is reflected even more clearly in "The Ghostmate." Beginning with the stipulation that its hero "may have passed the Imperial Examinations...or failed," that he "may not have been a student at all but a farmer at market overnight-or an artisan..
." (China Men 74), that story is written almost entirely in the conditional mood: one explanation being offered of what probably would have happened if the hero was a student, another if he was a cobbler or a potter or tailor (76-78).
In many of her stories, of course, there is a good practical explanation for the variety of conflicting versions: the fact that it was impossible in many cases to determine for sure what actually had happened. Not only did Kingston have to rely in almost every story she tells on a second-(or third-or fourth-) hand account for her information-on what her brother told her sister about Moon Orchid in L.A. or what her grandfather told her mother about the building of the railroads (China Men 127)-she also had to be content in most of them with the instinctual secrecy and taciturnity of the older generation of Chinese emigrants: with their reluctance ever to divulge their true names (Warrior 5, China Men 242) or to sign "anything unnecessary" (Warrior 167) or to disclose precisely where or when they were actually born (China Men 15) or-in her mother's case-to tell any but "the useful parts" of a story (Warrior 6). "Don't tell," Kingston's parents were always cautioning her as a child, although in most cases she had no more idea than anybody else what it was she wasn't supposed to tell (Warrior 183).
Even for the different religious festivals and ceremonies, there was rarely any effort by the adults to explain what was going on. Her mother would simply hand them "strips of white paper the size of dollar bills" and instruct them to throw them out the car window If there is an emphasis in Kingston's work on the inadequacy of her Chinese cultural heritage, however, that is only because she suffered more severely from those inadequacies as a girl growing up, particularly from the sexual bias of traditional Chinese culture. The fact is that no culture can ever be entirely adequate to "the complexity, the cross-graining, of real experience" (Studying, 35) and that when Kingston introduces chocolate chip cookies into a traditional martial arts story, when she introduces a bucket of incense into a modern American mortuary or a "hungry ghost" into the kitchen of a suburban ranch house, she is exposing the limitations and abuses not only of traditional Chinese values but of American ones as well. She is subjecting both cultures to the process referred to by Bakhtin as "objectification": the process of highlighting one culture's limitations ("the peculiarities or its world view, its specific linguistic habitus") by exposing it to the incongruous perspective of a second one, transforming it from "the absolute dogma it had been within the narrow framework of a sealed off and impermeable monoglossia into a working hypothesis for comprehending and expressing reality" (Bakhtin 61).
Particularly in the story "White Tigers," Kingston makes it clear that the vengeance she craves as a literary woman warrior is not only for the sexist abuse she suffered as a girl from the Chinese emigrant community but also for the racial bigotry she has had to endure from white American society. "The reporting is the vengeance," she writes, playing on the two meanings of the Chinese word bao-"not the beheading, not the gutting, but the words. And I have so many words-'chink' words and 'gook' words too-that they do not fit on my skin" (Warrior 53). If stories like "No Name Woman" or "A Song for a Barbarian Reed Pipe" emphasize the silence imposed by traditional patriarchal societies on women, the emphasis in other stories, including particularly "The Great Grandfather of the Sandalwood Mountains," is on the silence imposed in American culture on minority ethnic groups. The symbolic vengeance that Kingston wreaks in "White Tigers" encompasses both forms of repression.
One indication that it is culture in general whose limitations and abuses Kingston is interested in exposing is the fact that, in addition to the stories that she translates from Chinese into Western cultural terms, she also takes the opposite approach at times of translating a well-known Western work into Chinese: of transforming Robinson Crusoe, for example, into a shipwrecked Chinese sailor living off tofu and bean sauce and trying to figure out how to replace "the Four Valuable Things: by utilizing rice stalks and goat hairs" (China Men 227-29).8 The effect of refracting a story in this way through the prism of an alien culture is not simply to defamiliarize the particular story itself but also, more generally, to jolt its readers loose from their habitual cultural moorings, to remind them by means of the incongruous cross-cultural substitutions of just how arbitrary and restrictive any specific system of cultural "filtration" must inevitably be. Comparable "headstandings" occur in Rushdie's novels when he shifts suddenly from the Christian to the Hegiran calendar (Shame 7) or when he introduces us to a culture that reads from the right to the left, that locates "Hell above, Paradise below" (Shame 17).
The conflict between American and Chinese cultural values isn't the only one that Kingston is troubled by, of course, or that she takes steps in her books to resolve. On the contrary, considerably more critical attention has been paid to her handling of the male-female dichotomy. What is important from my point of view, however, is that, in all the examples of "destructive binary logic" (Schueller 428) that she addresses, she makes use of essentially the same technique as she does in dealing with the East-West antithesis-the same techniques of symbolic merger and transformation that Kenneth Burke spent his career trying to identify and promote (Grammar xix).
For example, just as she translates back and forth between Chinese and English cultural terms as a method of subverting that opposition, so likewise does she rely primarily on "translation" as a means of overcoming the male-female dichotomy, on stories about characters who, to one extent or another, "[cross] over the boundary into the
